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Abstract 
This paper Proposed an extension of general linear model tracking system design ,in general nonlinear systems model, 
proposed a new design method of model tracking control system, proved the system is internal bounded, validate this 
design method is effective. 
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1. Introduction 
Model tracking control can make the object of control output follow a proper state of a model response, 
model tracking control is to make the output of control object to respond which is following a proper state 
model, model tracking control is to make the output of control object to respond which is following a 
proper state model called reference model. Through the proper control role that before feeding and 
feedback can gain the system of model tracking control. So far, the system of general model of the 
tracking controls research not common yet.  
The mention of control system in this article is to divide the control object into linear part or nonlinear 
part to be considered and then design a control system of internal bounded [9,10]. As this method is 
derived from the model of generalized linear systems of tracking control design way [8]. The zero point 
of nonlinear part's transfer functions required to steady and satisfies the stable condition. when the control 
objects are nonlinear, between the constancy of contrary system and the linear or nonlinear part of this 
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original control systems have complex relationship, You can get an actable circuit of control system, if 
you use the nature of nonlinear part very Positive. Generalized system including dynamic nature of 
describing system often differential equations and static nature of describing system algebraic equation. 
The research of general nonlinear tracking control, it is very useful to theoretical and practical application 
in engineering aspects. 
2. The enactment of the problem 
The Control object of general nonlinear systems is formula (1) (2) 
)()())(()( tdtButxftxE  
x
                      (1) 
)()()( 0 tdtCxty                                      (2) 
B and C is the matrix of appropriate number, every vector can meet the following relationships. 
,)(,))((,)(, nnlnn RtdRtxfRtuRE  u ll RtyRtd  )(,)(0 ˈ )(tx is generalized function. )(tu  is to control 
the input, 
)(ty  is the output of control object, )( nrrrankE d . Part of the nonlinear ))(( txf is available, and meets 
the following conditions:     
JED )())(( txtxf d                                     (3) 
1,0,0 ˚JED tt ǄExternal interference )(),( 0 tdtd  is linear bounded, if it's characteristic polynomial 
recorded as )( pDd , it is the polynomial which numerical value has been known, satisfies the following 
equations. This model is provided by the formula(5). 
0)()(,0)()( 0   tdpDtdpD dd                   (4) 
)()()()( trpNtypD mmmm                            (5) 
Here, lm Rty )(  is the output of the model, m
l
m Rtr )( is the input of the reference model. 
)( pDm is a stable diagonal matrix, and satisfies the following equation˖
kk mmmm
npDllpDdingpD  wu )(),()];([)(        (6) 
)( pN m  is a polynomial matrix of )( mll u , The number of each line is ^ ` kk mmr pND V w )( . ^ `w  Express 
the number of ^ ` .The d-value of output force expressed by the formula(7). 
0)()()( o tytyte m )( fot                   (7) 
The design of this article discusses are some design problems of general nonlinear model tracking 
control system which can make internal of the control system bounded, and the d-value of output force 
)(te  gradually withdrawn into 0. 
3. Design of control system 
Set 0˚K , ))(( txg expressed by the formula (8). 
))(()())(( txftKxtxg                                    (8) 
)()())(()()( tdtButxgtKxtxE  
x
                   (9) 
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In order to make the design of the nonlinear systems internal state that is stable and has the only 
solution. Set controls object (1), (2) satisfy the following qualifications: 
ķConstant zero point of the linear part consists in the open left-half plane. 






pEdeg   w
w                      (10) 
Set dtdp / , output force of the control object )(ty  could be supplied by the formula(11). 
)()()()())(()()( 0 tdKpEtCdtCButxCgtyKpE      (11) 
Command  
)(;),()( llCBNKpEpD r u                      (12) 
)()()()( 0 tdKpEtCdtw                       (13) 
Then the formula(11)could express the formula(14) 
)()())(()()( twtuNtxCgtypD r            (14) 
rN is regular matrix. Then the formula(15)could supplies the )( pT which is a stable multinomial 
diagonal matrix.  
kkk pTllpTdiagpT U wu )(),()];([)(    (15) 
When
dd npD  w )( , set 01t kmdk nnU .Use )( pT educe )( pS through the formula(16). 
)()()()()( pSpDpDpDpT dm                    (16) 
In the equation above )(),(),( pDpDpT m is multinomial diagonal matrix, )( pDd  is known constant 
numerical polynomial, you can get S(p) from meet the Number requirements dn   of diagonally polynomial. 
Next the calculation system into force. using a stable over the diagonally matrix )( pQ . By (5),( 7 ), (14) 
and (16)ˈget(18) )()()( tepDpT m .
1)(),()];([)(  wu dkk npQllpQdiagpQ   (17) 
)()()()()()( typDpDtepDpT dm  )()()()()( typDpTtypS mm
^ ` )()()( tuNpQpD rd  ))(()()()( txCgpDtuNpQ dr 
)()()()()( trpNpTtypS mm             (18) 
Make (18) of the right to 0, request u(t) 
^ ` )()()()()( 11 tuNpQpDNpQtu rdr   )()()( 11 typSpQNr 
))(()()( 11 txCgpDpQN dr
 )()()()( 1
1 trpNpTpQN mmr
              (19) 
Model frequency shall meet once in (20 ) 
1t
kk mm
n V                                                        (20) 
By the content of (20)   relations, choose 
km
V Ǆ
(19)the input control system can be realized (18) of the right to 0. 
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)()()( tepDpT m =0                                           (21) 
For )(),( pDpT m  is the stability polynomial matrix, so )(te o 0Ǆ
)(,0)()()( foo ttytyte m                   (22) 
If the internal control system bounded, you can achieve the model tracking control. 
4. Certification of inner state boundedness 
Let )(tu  be expressed in (23) state space form. 
)()()( 2211 tHtHtu [[  
^ ` )()())(( 333 tutHtxgE m [    (23) 
)41)(( ̚ iti[ , can get the result from (24) ̚ (27). 
)()()( 1111 tuGtFt  
x
[[ 111 )( GtF  [ ^ `^ `)()())(()()( 3332211 tutHtxgEtHtH m [[[         
)()()()( 3312211111 tHGtHGtHGF [[[  )())(( 131 tuGtxgEG m                            (24) 
)()()( 2222 tyGtFt  
x
[[
)()()( 02222 tdGtCxGtF  [             (25) 
))(()()( 3333 txgGtFt  
x
[[                               (26) 
)()()( 4444 trGtFt m 
x
[[                                   (27) 
Polynomial matrix and the system matrices for the relationship between the following (28) ̚ (31) 
represents. 














     (31) 
Therein to )41(,)( ̚   ipQFpI i . So, get external signal )(tum  from (32) 
)()()()()( 11 trpNpTpQNtu mmrm
 
)()( 444 tHtrE m [                                 (32) 
The input signal control system is reference )(trm  and outside interference )(),( 0 tdtd . )(trm  and
)(),( 0 tdtd  is bounded. To control system internal state is bounded, eliminate )(tu , the state space of 




























































































































































[  (33)  
)()()( 0 tdtCxty                                          (34) 
Let the state vector of control system is > @TTTTT ttttxtz )(,)(,)(,)()( 321 [[[ ˈfrom (33) get (35) (36). 
)())(()()( tdtxgBtzAtzE sss  
x̚
                (35) 
> @ )()(000)( tzCtzItx s                  (36) 
We can understand (33) and (35), from the content of )(,, tdBA sss .The characteristic equations OF 
sA is
2
)()()( pQpDpTAEp ms  
̚                           (37)  
From above formula )(,)(,)( pQpDpT m  is stable polynomial, (37) is stable polynomial, so sA is 
stable matrix. Using coordinates changing of (38) to (35), get (39). 
> @TTTss twtwQtwQtz )()()()( 21                      (38) 
)())(()()( tdPtxgBPtwQAPtwQEP sssssssss  
x̚
   (39)                       


















































ss  (40) 
These are (41) (42) to compose  
)())(()()(
111 1
1 tdtxgBtwAtw sss  
x
            (41) 
)())(()(0
222
tdtxgBtw ss                 (42) 
)()()( twQCtzCtx sss                             (43) 





























ApI  D                                      (44) 
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)( IQP ss DD  is constant , so sAEp 
̚  is table characteristic polynomial.  And
1s
A is stable matrix. 
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= > @x542 00 CCC
> @TTTTTT twtwtwtwtw )()()()()( 214131211
)()()( 25144122 twCtwCtwC           (47) 
1s
A of (40) is stable, so 44332211 ,,, AAAA  is stable matrix. From )(),(12 txtw ,  get  (48),  (49). 
)())(()()( 2122212 tdtxgBtwAtw x 
x
        (48) 
)()()()( 25122 tdtwCtwCtx x            (49) 
)()()(),()()( 14414242 2 twtCtdtdtwAtd xs   (50) 
)(),(2 tdtd x  is bounded function.  2222 ,, BAC  can be controlled and Observation. So 22A  is stable. 
From (42) get (51). 
)())(()(
222
tdtxgBtw ss                        (51) 










222 tddCtdApIC xs 

)())(()( tdtxgpH x                             (52) 
)(td x  is bounded, otherwise, using )(tu  of  (23), from the above conclude, )( pH  can be turned into 
(53). 























I                    (53) 
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In Lyapunov equation and apagoge we can prove )(tx  bounded [10]. 
Conclude from the above result, if )(tx  have bound, by (48) formula, )()),(( 2 tdtxg  should have 
bound, so 22A  is stabilization, )(12 tw  have bound; (46) formula, 4433 , AA  is stability matrix, so 
)(),( 1413 twtw  have bound; )(tx  have bound, so )(2 tw  have bound. Using the above consequence, in 
(46) formula, for 11A  is stabilization, so )(11 tw  have bound too. So, in formula (45) )(tw  have bound, 
from formula (38), we can conclude )(tz  have bound. 
5. Simulation results 





















































































































tym                         (56) 
Systems 0,,2,1     TT CBEElr
3
)(21))(( txtxf d                                    (57) 
4
















































  (59) 
Among the above )(0]2,2,10[)( pHdiagKK T ˈ˚   is arithmetic, 
],)5[()()],5[()( 2  pdiagpQpdiagpT )]5(5[)(,)(   pdiagpSppDd .
Fig.1. System responses of NDMFCS 
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                                    (60) 
))(()(]1,1,5[))(( txftxdiagtxg            (61) 
The respond of system is shown in fig 1. Output error gradually approaches to zero, confirm the 
effective of this design methods. 
6. Conclusion 
This article based on general linear model following control system discuss a design method of general 
nonlinear model following control system, and demonstrated inside of system have bound. Last in 
numerical value verification the effective of this design. 
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